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ONDII
SOLA
OCTOBER 1980

STUDENTS CONFRONT
HISTORY DEPARTMENT!!
On Tuesday November 25th over 50 students
from the Chicano Student Union (CSU), and the
Union for Puerto Rican Students (UPRS) Ad-Hoc
Committee, confronted the History Department, and
the lackadasical manner in which Dr. Morton, Chairman of the History Department had dealt with
student issues confronting his department. First Joseph
Morton did not distribute a Program Proposal to
establish Chicano/Mexicano Puerto Rican Studies -even though it had been submitted to him two weeks
ago by members of the Ad-Hoc Committee. Secondly
it had been requested that this proposal submitted to
him should be disscussed in a departmental metting.
Yet Mr. Morton delayed his answer to the Ad-Hoc
Committee until the meeting date. Upon student
arrival he denied ever making this agreement and
refused to let students address the department. In
midst of the tvrmoil the students and the department
agreed to meet at a future date.
AND ......... .
On November 21, 1980 professor Fred MacDonald
sent the following letter of resignation from th e Search
and Screen Committee to the Chairperson of the .
History Department, Joseph Morton. His resignation
comes in the midst of a crisis within the History Department for not addressing itself to the needs of
latino students.
Que Ondee Sola realizes that there is a sector within
the Historx De artment that is racist and anti-student,

and we are not surprised that certain faculty find it
impossible to try and work with these professors.
The History Department should be ashamed atl d
embarrassed when a distinguished professor within
their department has to take such drastic measures, in
order to show his disapproval at this racist and elitist
additude that permeates the History Department. We
hope this resignation and the recent take over of a
History Department meeting (by the students), will
serve as an eye opener for the reactionary elements in
the History Department and also at the administrative
level.
(CONT . PG .8)
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EL GRITO DE JAYUYA
On October 30th, 1950, Blanca Canales and Carlos
Irizarry led an armed regiment up a mountain road in
Puerto Rico and surrounded the town ofJayuya. Both
were members of the Nationalist Party that signalled
the attack which caught the colonial defenders off
guard. The Jayuya Police Station was stormed and
secured, while other freedom fighters then advanced
to the Plaza and raised the Nationalist flag over the
Post Office proclaiming Jayuya the first free territory
of the 3rd Republic of Puerto Rico . Across .the island,
in Utuado, Arecibo, and Naranjito, inPonce,Mayaguez,
Abonito, Cayey and Penuelas the Nationalists rose in
arms against the campaign of the U.S . government
and their insular colonial cohorts, to anihilate them.
Under the formidable political leadership of Don Pedro
Albizu Campos and the military command of Tomas
Lopez de Victoria, the 1950rebellion would historically
be known as the Grito de Jayuya.
At 5 :00a.m. October 30th a group of Nationalists
were attacked by the colonial police on the main road
to Penuelas. This set off a violent reaction which
would be felt as far as Washington D.C. Major engagements were staged in the larger cities and in Jayuya
the National Guard dynamitied the area surrounding
the town . In Utuado nationalist's homes and businesses
were bombed by the National Guard with aircraft
bearing the insignia of the U.S. Air Force. InMayaguez,
the patriots took to the mountains where they held
out for two weeks. In San Juan, a commando unit
stormed "La Fortaleza," the governors mansion, in
an effort to hold Munoz Marin hostage then set fire
to the building which was a symbol of colonialism.
The U.S media called the rebellion in Puerto Rico a
feud between warring factions. In fact the U.S . government was directly involved. The United States Military
dropped bombs on Jayuya, U.S. tanks thundered
across valleys, up the mountains, and patrolled streets
of Ponce and Mayaguez. Batallions of U.S. financed
and U.S . trained National Guardsmen armed with U.S.
machine guns attacked towns and villages. To alert
the citizens of the U.S. of their country's brutal rep:-ession of Puerto Rican patriots, two members of
the Nationalist Junta of New York attacked the most
sacred symbol of the United States, the Presidency.
On the third day of that revolt, which would last six
days, Oscar Collazo and Griselio Torresola shot their
way towards the entrance of Blair House, temporary
residence of President Harry S. Truman. A security
guard felled by the bullets managed to shoot Griselio
before he died. Oscar Collazo , wounded and caputred,
was denounced by colonial mainland politicians
as, "a fanatic, lunatic assassin," stated that, "the
Puerto Rican people of New York and across the U.S.
were constantly reading newspapers to find out what
2

was happening in our co.u ntry."
In all the articles printed, U.S . involvement was
never reported, instead, they portrayed the revolution
as a civil war and not a fight against U.S. colonialism.
This made us decide to bring about an action in the
U.S., exposing U.S . involvement. In repressing the
rebellion, the U.S. was brutal and merciless. The
Nationalists, poorly equipped, t_raineci, and vastly outnumbered were shot, arrested, and sentenced to long
prison terms.
The Grito de Jayuya was more than a rebellion led
by the nationalist party, it indicated to the colonial '
rulers that the independence movement had to be
dealt with before any colonial legislation which would
increase Puerto Rico's dependence on U.S . corporations.
The 19 50 rebellion was the culmination of popular
resistence to industrialization by the U.S. Government
and sanctioned by the insular body which was to be
its caretaker. In order to pass law 600, president Truman dispatched his Secretary of War, Louis Johnson,
to Puerto Rico to carry forth a campaign aimed at
anihilating the Nationalist Party and its leadership.
The Nationalist Party uncovered the conspiracy and
took to the streets in protest. Leader oftheNationalist
Party, Don Pedro Albizu Campos, made many speeches
calling for the overthrow of U.S. colonialism. The U.S .
responded by passing Law 5 3 (also known as the
"Muzzle Law") to imprison all who advocated independence. The University of Puerto Rico was closed
by students when the administration denied Don Pedro
permission to speak on the campus grounds. Albizu's
well-reasoned oratory fell on receptive ears, young
men refused to enlist or be drafted into the U.S. Armed
Forces. In the election of 1948, when Puerto Ricans
were first permitted the "honor" of elect ing their
"own" colonial governor 42% of the electorate abstained from voting.
As non-colaboration with the U.S. government
grew, the repression grew, until the morning of Oct.
30th 1950. The signifigance of the Grito de Jayuya is
well-stated by Don Pedro Albizu Campos in the midst
of defeat, "La patria esta pasando por su gloriosa transfiguracion" (The homeland is undergoing its glorious
transfiguration).
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COMMMENTARY
RACIST DISPLAY
The exhibit of mannequins on the first floor level
of the library has caused much discontent amongst
Muslim, Iranian, Arab and progressive students• on
campus. The mannequin exhibit consists of five mannequins; one a likeness of Chicago's Mayor JaneByrne,
another of the President of the United States, James
Carter and his wife Rosalyn, and one mannequin in
the image of the Ayatollah Khomeini carrying a very
suggestive mannequin of a female on his left shoulder.
The issue here and the cause of the outrage of
Iranian students is not the fact of the mannequin, but
rather the suggestive nature of the display and its insensitivity to the Iranian culture and the Muslim religion.
We would like to ask the other students feelings if
an exhibit ot the Catholic Pope or a Jewish Rabbi, etc.
were displayed in the distasteful, and disrespectful
manner that this exhibit is projecting of the Muslim
and Iranian culture.

Furthermore, the issue here is not only religious
but rather political. The racist innuendoes and political
overtones are clear. If th e Ayatollah Khomeini had
been a faithful lackey to U.S. corporate interests in
Iran (i.e. Exxon, Amoco, Chase Manhattan Bank , etc ),
the U.S. government and sensationalist p•·Pss uro u lei
be glorifying and praising him. But since I-.e led the
Iranian people to revolt against the tyranny of th e
Shah, his exploitative regime and his U.S. bosses, the
press has created anti-Iranian hysteria anci therefo re,
are responsible for the consequences that followed.
In closing, th is display is an insult to the Iran ian
revolution which cost the lives of thousands of people
who fought and died for independence and democracy.
This situation should not be made a mockery of
but should be analyzed and treated for what it is, th e
result of U.S . intervention in th e internal affairs of
other countries and its support of fascist, despotic
regimes.
Iranian Students of Northeastern
Arab Student Organization

AD·HOC PROPOSAL
T_PTIT

'\o-Tfoc Committee f')r Cl"ri ca no-~i exicano an--1 Pu er to Rican ,S tuoies,
ann. the following faculty membe rs:
Carlos 'T'c) rre (Tluman Services),
Ben Coleman (Spa nish Deoartment), ~ntonio Delgado (Histor y De p artment) ,
~aul Hino j osa (Sociology Departme nt), Jaime Delqado (Proyecto Pa'lant e )
and ~ose Lopez (History Department), Santos Ri ve ra (Pr oyec t o Pa 'Lante) .

'T'he Chicano-~1exicanos and Puerto ~icans will constitu te th e 1 r 0est
national grouping within the United States b y 19S S . Northeas t e rn
Illinois University has the larg es t La ti no student pop ulatipn in
the P1id-Hest. With these facts in minrt, we p r opos e the creation of
a program that will serve both th e needs of this sianificant g rou p ,
anrt at the same time raise th e consciousn ess of the socio -hi storic
experience of the Chicano-~exicano and Puert o ~i can p e o 1i les .
Northeastern Illinois University already has th e basis for a ·r e alistic and acart e micallv sound interdisciplinar y Chicano ~1 e xicano and
Puerto Rican Studies Program.
For example , th e f ollowinq rlepartments are presently offering courses that d eal with the experience
of both peoples:
History, Criminal Justice, Human Services , BiLingual ~ducation, Spanish, ~usic, ~ociolog y anrt An thropoloqy (see
below).
These courses will be coordinated under one program with
the following added dimensions:
1.
.J'i. stwient-cornmuni ty advisory board, which will hav e input int o
,.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,(cont.on pg. 4 _)- ~
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the implementation and further development of this proqram.
'J'o tap into existinq community centers that can serve as outposts in both the Chicano-Mexicano and Puerto Rican neighborhoods.
These will provide a community aspect to this proc:_rram.
•~ore specifically, as centers for recrui trnent, for off er ing
courses, seminars, colloquiums, workshops, and for research
that will deal with community related issues and problems.
The expansion or the present supportive services such- as
Proyecto Pa'Lante to recruit students; and, in order to retain
these students to create a skill enrichment proqram in such
areas as Fnglish and ~athematics.

~Ol\LS NTD OB,JECTIVES
To create a program for Latino and Non-Latinos that
will serve as a catalyst to combine new knowledge and
consciousness into the academic and overall university
life which is both non-racist and non-sexist. One
way to achieve this is to develop and undergraduate
~tinor and a Major in Chicano-Mexicano and Puerto Rican
Studies.
The specific objectives as they relate to
the above goals are:
A. Development of an annual-auarterly program of
Visiting scholars (both faculty and lay experts)
to involve then in program related research and
instruction.
B. Course development and alternative course renuirements for the Chicano-ll-1exicano and Pnerto Rican
Studies B.A. Proqram.
C. Collection, production and dissemination of
bibliographic r e search and data on the ChicanoMexicano and Puerto ~ica~ cxpcrienc2.
D.
Rstablishment of ongoing, mutuall v beneficial
relations with segments of the off-campus Chicanor-1.exicano and Puerto Rican communities.
Sxplore
the extra-mural su pport of community research
needs.
The short range goal is to coordinate existing and
new courses into a ~eaningful Chicano-~exicano and
~uerto Rican Studies Program with the above stated
dimensions.
In order to accomplish this, the following
objectives must be met:
A.
To develop new co urse s particularlv in ChicanoMexicano History, and any other area that ma y be
deemed necessary.
B. To identify centers in the community to work out
arrangements in order to establish community
outposts.
C.
To work closely with Proyecto Pa'I.ante and Mathematics and P.nglish areas to recruit and develop
student retention.
D.
To work with the Administration to create three
(3) Full-time faculty positions w~0 would have
joint appointments.
One of whom would serve as
coordinator.
E.
To create a student and community .rvivisory Boa.rd,
to help in the implementation and the development
of this program.
(cont. on pg. 6)
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CHI.CANO HISTORY BY
CHICANOS
THE TEXAS REVOLT
CONTINUED FROM LAST ISSUE
Texas mythology portrays the Alamo heroes as
freedom-loving defenders of their homes ; they were
supposedly all good Texans. Actually, two-thirds of
the defenders were recent arrivals from the United
States, and only a half dozen had been in Texas for
more than six years. Moreover, the character of the
defenders is questionable. A work that is admittedly
biased, but that nevertheless casts considerable light
on the Alamo and its' defenders, is Rafael Trujillo
Herrera's Olvidate de El Alamo. Trujillo advances the
thesis that the United States was an aggressor nation
and that it should rename itself the United States of
Anglo-America. The use of "America" to him symbolizes the ambitions of Anglo-Americans to conquer the
Western Hemisphere. According to Trujillo, the men
in the Alamo were adventurers and not virtuous
idealists as they frequently are portrayed by Texas
historians. Trujillo reveals that William Barret Travis
was a murderer; he killed a man who had made advances to his wife. Rather than confess, Travis allowed
a slave to be tried and convicted for his crime, and he
fled to Texas, abandoning his wife and two children .
James Bosie was an infamous brawler who had made
a fortune running sla:ves and had wandered into Texas
searching for lost mines and more money. And then
there was the fading Davey Crockett, a legend in his
own time, who had come to Texas for riches and
glory; a minority were men who had responded to
Austin's call to arms. These defenders were not the
sort of men who could be classified as peaceful settlers
fighting for their homes.
The folklore of the Alamo goes beyond the legendary names of the defenders, according to Walter Lord ,
it is riddled with dramatic half-truths that have been
accepted as history. The defenders at the Alamo are
portrayed as selfless heroes who sacrificed their lives
to buy more time for their comrades-in-arms. As the
story is told, William Barret Travis told his men that
they were doomed; he drew a line in the sand with his
sword, saying that all who crossed it would elect to
remain and fight to the last. Supposedly all the men
there valiantly stepped across the line, with a man in a
cot begging to be carried across it. This hopelessness
and bravery of the defenders has been dramaticized
in many Hollywood movies.
The facts are that the Alamo had little strategic
value, the men fully expected help, and the Alamo
was the best fortified fort west of the Mississippi.
While the defenders only numbered about 180, they

had twenty-one cannons to the Mexican's eight or ten.
The Anglo-Americans were expert marksmen and had
rifles with a range of 200 yards ; in contrast, the
Mexicans were poorly equipped, inadequately train ed,
and were armed with smoothbore muskets with a
range of only 70 yards. In addition, the walls of the
Alamo were thick, concealing the defenders, while
the latter had clear shots. In short, ill-prepared, illequipped , and ill-fed Mexicans attacked well-armed
and professional soldiers. Lastly, from all reliable
sources, it is doubtful whether Travis ever drew a line
in the sand . The San Antonio survivors, female s and
noncomb:u:ants, did not tell the story until many
years later, when the tale had become well circulated
and the myth was a legend. In addition , there was a
man who escaped , Louis Rose.
Probably the most widely circulated story was that
of the alleged heroism and last stand of the aging Davey
Crockett who, when the end came, fell " fighting like
a tiger," killing Mexicans with his bare hands. This is
a myth; seven of the defenders surrendered, and
Crockett was among them. They were executed.
The importance of these myths about the Alamo
is that they falsely build up the valor of the AnglQ,,
Texans at the ex pense of the Mexicans, who have
been portrayed as treacherous, ruthless killers . Th-is
stereotyping conditioned Anglo attitudes about the
Mexicans, and it served as a rationalization for later
aggression against Mexico and the Anglo 's mistreatment of Chicanos. It is also significant hat the Spanishsurnamed "defenders" within the Alamo consp icuously
have been omitted from the roll call of Texas heroes.
As stated previously , the Alamo had no strategic
military value. It represented a battle where two fools
engaged in a useless conflict. Travis's stand delayed
Santa Anna's timetable by only four days, as the
Mexicans took San Antonio on March 6, 1836. At first,
the stand at the Alamo did not even have propaganda
value . Afterwards, Houston's army dwindled , with
many volunteers rushing home to help their families
flee from the advancing Mexican army. Moreover,
most Anglo-Texans were not proud of the Alamo and
realized'they had been badly beaten. It did, nevertheless, eventually result in massive aid from the United
States in the form of volunteers, arms, and money.
The cry of "Remember the Alamo" became a call to
arms for Anglo-Americans in both Texas and the
United States.
(cont. on pg. 9 )
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Longest and most consistant Puerto Rican
student newspaper in the country.

Northeastern Illinois University
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis
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QUE ONDEE SOLA is published at Northeastern
Illinois University . The. opinions expressed in Q.O.S .
do not necessarily reflect those of the administration .
Responsibility of its contents lies solely with its staff.
We appreciate and encourage any and all suggestions
or contributions.
Editor ... . .. . ..... . .. . . ... ... .. .Irma Romero
Co-Editor . .... . .. . .. .. . . ... . ... i'\~arvin Garcia
Staff . ..... . ... Jose Hernandez, Wilfredo Santana,
Enrique Romero, Nelson Santana
Contributors . . . . . . .
Blanca Ortiz
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EDITORIALS
During the past two years, Que Ondee Sola has
noticed there has been an increase in man-power here
at Northeastern. We say man-power because it is
difficult to fig¢ out under which department these
men work uoder (security, maintanence, etc.). The
questio_n--one should ask is, "What are the determining
factors in the hiring of more personnel in certain areas.
Although we know there is a definite need to increase
security, (obviously to protect the God-fearing administration and its supporters from "uncivilized" Puerto
Ricans, Blacks, and Chicano/Mexicanos), Northeastern
has an unusual amount of men walking around with
walkie talkies pretending to do who knows what. We
are not questioning the integrity (honor -- maybe) of
any one individual, but instead inquiring of the administration, what their exact roles are in the university
setting.
What, you might ask, is the significance of wanting
to know about a bunch of un-armed robots performing
their dispicable chores for an eye-spy. administration?
The answer is simple; whenever students at Northeastern struggle or get involved in helping the community in a way that involves changing the society so
that it can help all of the poor, the administration
begins to keep a watchful eye on these students. Thi~
1s because Northeastern Illinois University is just
another institution that is set-up to help maintain the
status quo, (the rich get richer, the poor get poorer).
They must report or keep an eye on, anyone who
speaks out against the injustices of this imaginarily
"democratic" society. With this fact known, you can
begin to see why Northeastern has a substantial
amount of walkie-talkie man-power. Last year, when
students began to struggle for the retention of our
history professor, Jose Lopez, and for the development
of a Chicano/Mexicano history course, the place of
congregation (Village Square) for Latino students
suddenly had two black guys (walkie-talkie informers)
posted by the booths all d~, everyday of the week.
These two individuals, who were trying to pass off as
cool cats that were there to have fun at the Universitys
expense, would come by the booths, sit down and rap
about discos, getting high and finding women while
on UNI's pay roll. They have gone to the extreme of
offering to get high with the students.
Little do they know many students are aware of
this social-infiltration type policy the administration
uses in order to find out just what are the moods of
the students, and to be able to identify the most classconscious students. We at Que Ondee Sola know the
history of this university , and know it collaborated
with the F .B.I. a few years ago to get information on
certain students and professors. Then we understand
it becomes no coincidence that when 11 Puerto Ricans
(cont. on pg. 9 )

Que Ondee Sola has always stood firm in representing the latino population of UNI. In fact, it is our publication's highest principle. Tn the last three months,
many letters have heen submitted to our office by
concerned students. The content of these articles dealt
mainly with financial aid problems, academic critiera,
and insensitive instructors. The staff and all who
participate in publishing our student newspaper welcome these concerned and informed letters. We would
like to express our thanks and at the same time explain
to those involved that the administration has consistently denigrated the creative potential of university
students. They have incorporated by-laws to weed
out students who will not conform to or cannot blend
into their rigid institution. Only the latino community
can determine courses, curriculm, etc. our young
men and women need, but the university has neglected
to incorporate student participation on a level where
it cannot manipulate us. If the services offered by this
university reflected real (as opposed to mechanical),
student participation, then this institution would be
less rigid and more diversified in programs and classes
that serve our communities.
Most administrators are here to collect a pay check
and hold the reins tight on the students. This is the
case with UNI's faculty. A majority are collecting
checks while feeding the students garbage. Both are
anti-student, and most of them know they would be
out of a job if students participated in decision making.
The Student Senate in this university has been
passing anti-student legislation, this doesn't mean the
Student Senate is anti-student, but it does mean that
the Student Senate is manipulated by the administration and faculty. Another example of students not
controlling their own organizations.
Students are faced with racist competency test
which professors do not speak out against, but encourge students to take .
In the Nov. 7, 1980 issue of the Print, Dr. Pastor
points out that competency tests are the creation of
the General Assembly of the State of Illinois and
not of the Northeastern administrators. Does the
good doctor wish to present a case in support of
UNI's racism by shifting the blame from the local to
the state level?
Lip service from professors such as Mr. Pastor instead of doing the concrete work of organizing faculty
against such policies is hypocritical.
The Que On dee Sola Staff feels it is necessary that
students continue submitting articles concerning incidents between themselves and the university, these
"incidents" affect as well as deter our education, expose them!

QUE ONDEE SOLA

(cont. on pg. 9 )
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November 21, 1980
Dr. Joseph Morton
Chairman
Department of History
Northeastern Illinois University
Chicago, IL 60625
Dear Joe,
I am writing this as a letter announcing my resignation
as chairman and member of the departmental Search and Screen
Committee, effect~ve immediately. Allow me to explain my
action.
I was both a little enraged and a little embarrassed by
the shortsighted decision of the department at its meeting
of November 20. The strongly-stated decision not to seek
funding for a line in Chicano History was a gross abdication
of this department's historic role as a leader at UNI in
the struggle to make education meaningful, responsive, and
reflective of our urban realities. At a time when Hispanic
students are so numerous, so demanding, and .so neglected,
it is unconscionable that this department should fail to
respond to an obviously-legitimate academic need.
I was embarrassed by the arguments offered against the
passage of my motion to hire a visiting instructor or assistant professor in Chicano History. They ranged from insensitive pomposity (those liberal protestations that the Chicano
experience is already covered by a few lectures in various
extant courses), to elitist posturings that betray underlying
prejudices. I suspect the clos e st anoyone came to expressing
his/her real motives in opposi ng the motion was the argument
that this would "let them get their foot in the door." That
haughty "them," and the image of someone smashing down the
door--the implications in that argument are obvious!
Apparently, I have a deep philosophical difference with a
majority of this department regarding the role of the university in the social transformations developing in the world.
There is nothing illegitimate with new academic positions
arising in response to enunciated student demand. That is
how the lines in Afro-American and Puerto Rican history were
created and maintained here.
It is also how we came to
refill the Asian history line, and, conversely, not refill
the Ancient history line. Certainly, there is r o om for con(cont. on pg.10)
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were caputred and accused of being members of the
FALN, an armed, Puerto Rican, clandestine organization, that the next day we see two Latino pigs sitting
by the booths. This administration is responsible for
the hiring of a bomb specialist to work with security,
for having a security guard "protect" the history
department at the meeting between them and the
Latino students, and for the constant surveillance of
certain students.
What we are exposing is the constant surveillance
of the students that dare to struggle here at U.N.I. We
are warning the administration that we are vigilant
to the violations of students rights, and also, warn all
personnel who, like street walkers, sell themselves for
the best price, (without realizing they are also selling
the most precious thing they have - their nationality).

We encourage all UNI students to participate in
the production of our newspaper py putting your
articles, (enclosed in an envelope), 'under the door
of our- office, which is located in E-041, (accross
from the Game Room) or by submitting them to staff
members.
We thank all who have sent us articles .. .keep on
writing .. .go to the Union for Puerto Rican Students
(U.P.R.S.) meetings thursdays at 1:00 in Portable 1
(P-1 ), and/or the Chicano Student Union meetmgs
tuesdays at 1:00.

Remember these works, vendepatrias beware the
wrath of the students.
VIV AL .\ R~VOLUCION PUERTORRIQUENA!

(cont. from pg. 5 )
After the Alamo and the defeat of another garrison
at Goliad, southeast of San Antonio, Santa Annawas
in full control. He ran Sam Houston out of the
territory northwest of the San Jacinto River and then
camped an army of about 1100 men near San Jacinto.
There, he skirmished with Houston on April 20, 1836,
but did not follow up his advantage. Predicting that
Houston would attack on April 22, Santa Anna and
his men settled down and rested for the anticipated
battle. The Texan_s, however, attacked during the siesta
hour on April 21. Santa Anna had made an incredible
blunder. He knew that Houston had an army of 1000,
yet he was lax in his precautionary defenses. The
surprise attack caught him totally off guard. Shouts of
"Remember the Alamo! Remember Goliad!" filled
the air.
Many historians have dwelt upon the violence and
cruelty of the Mexicans in Texas, especially in relation
to the victory at Goliad. It is true that Santa Anna
gave no quarter in his encounters with the Texans,
but the issue of Anglo-American violence usually has
been evaded. The battle at San Jacinto was literally a
slaughter of the Mexican forces. Few prisoners were
taken. Instead, those who surrendered "were clubbed
and stabbed, some on their knees. The slaughter ...became methodical: the Texan riflemen knelt and poured
a steady fire into the packed,jostling ranks. They shot
the "Meskins" down as they fled. The final count
showed 630 Mexicans dead versus 2 Texans.
The battle of San Jacinto generated considerable
pride among Anglo-Americans in Texas and the United
States. However, the widow Peggy McCormick, on
whose property the battle was fought, was more candid about the feelings of her race toward Mexicans.

She "objected strenuously that the hundreds of unburied Mexicans ruined the value of her property."
She called Houston shortly after the battle and requested that he remove "them stinking Mexicans."
Houston replied: "Madam, your land will be famed in
history as the classic spat upon which the glorious
victory of San Jacinto was gained!" The lady replied :
"To the devil with your glorious victory! ... Take off
your stinking Mexicans."
Houston's successful surprise attack ended the war.
He captured Santa Anna, who had no choice but to
sign the territory away. In October, Houston was
elected president of the Republic of Texas.
The Texas victory prepared the way for the
Mexican-American War. It whipped up emotions
against Mexicans and fed the growing nationalism of
the young Anglo-American nation. It is true that the
United States had not officially taken sides, but men,
money, and supplies had poured in to aid fellow AngloAmericans. Of course, not all Anglo-Americans
approved of the war, but as it proceeded many sided
with the Anglos in Texas. An awareness of the struggle
of fellow Anglo-Americans increased. The battle of
the Alamo swung many of the fence sitters behind
the Anglo~Tejanos, The deaths of Bowie, Crockett,
and Travis seemed to justify whatever happened to
the Mexicans, much the same as the death of Custer
would later seem to justify the slaughter of the red
man. More important was the hatred generated by the
war. The Mexican was pectured as cruel, treacherous,
tyrannical, and as an enemy who could not be trusted.
These stereotypes lingered long after the war and can
still be detected in Anglo attitudes toward the Chicano.
The Texas War left a legacy of hate and determined
the status of the Mexicans left behind as that of a conquered people.
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1TODOS
A

LA
flESTA
NAVIDENA:

The Union for Puerto Rican Students invites tht
students, their families, and the Latino Community,
to their Christmas celebration. This activity will take
place December 5, 1980 at 6 :00 p.m. in the Unicom,
at Northeastern Illinois University, which is located
at 5500 N. St. Louis. This celebration will take place
so that we may learn the culture surrounding the
Christmas celebration in Puerto Rico.
There will be food, J ibaro music, and folkloric
dances.
La Union de Estudiantes Puertorriguenos invita la
comunidad estudiantil y sus familares a la fiesta
navidena que se celebra el dia 5 de diciembre a las
6 :00 p .m. , esta actividad se llevara acabo en el salon
Unicorn en la universidad de Northeastern Illinois,
localizado en el 5 500 norte de la avenida St. Louis.
La actividad naviden~ sera para dar a conocer la cultura de la celebracion de la navidad puertorriquena.
Habra comida tipica, musica jibara, y bailes.

(cont. from pg. 8)
sideration of program needs as the method b y wh ich new
lines are added.
But, such id e alistic metho d s are not the
only approach. New lines can be added in re sponse to student
derna nd--and in this age of FTE' s and SCH' s, I feel that it
is to our advantage to be more •' inclined to the latter
approach.

As it now stands, th is department is s hortchanging the
legitQmate requests of a sizabl e- - and still growing--nurnber
of U,NI students. We are cutting off th e Ch icano students
from a depthful consideration of their o wn cultural and
historical experience--and we are depriving a ll non-Ch i cano
students the opportunity to study the histo ry and culture
of this important American social minor i t y . No graduate
stud e nt teaching one course twice a ye a r i s the answer to
this dilemma. That ploy is patronizi ng and deplorable.
As a member and as chairman of the Sea rch and Screen
committee, I find it impossible to serve the d i s positions
of this department.
I am therefore tendering my r e s ignation
from that committee.
Sincer el y ,

J. Fred MacD o nald
Professor of History
cc:
10

Histor y Department Members
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· "'·..._Pictured
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above,Carmen Perez and Yolanda Galarza,President and Secretary,respectively,
"""':!\t·~=~

of the Union for Puerto Ricans Students.
The Grupo Folklorico de Baile was formed last year by members of the Union for uerto Rican Students
(UPRS). They have performed in the university as well as in the community. For example, they performed
last year at UNI's Latin American Week and this year at the International Fair. In the community they have
performed at various activities, such as the opening of the Angel Cristobal Rodriguez Bookstore, companera
Lolita Lebron's and Don Juan Antonio Corretjer's visit. Also, the Grupo Folklorico has been invited to pers
form at other universities throughout the country. The next performance of the Grupo will be Nov. 20th at
Circle Campus.
The Grupo Folklorico is made up of Puerto Ricans, and was formed to express the Puerto Rican culture
along with the political aspect which directly affects culture. The Grupo Folklorico encourages male participation,which has been lacking.

GRUPO DI BAILE
FOLK LO RICO DI U.P .R.S.
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GRAN VENTA
TODOS
LOS
ARTICULOS
EN
NUESTRA
LIBRERIA ESTARAN REDUCIDOS A UN 10%
DEL 6 DE DICIEMBRE HASTA EL 6 DE ENERO /
ALL INVENTORY IN OUR BOOKSTORE WILL BE
REDUCED 10% DURJl\!G THE FOLLOWING
MONTH: FROM DECEMBER 6 TO JANUARY 6

ARTESANIA/ARTI F , I...,
ARTICULOS ESCOLAR : --..

'--1 l "

I

, ' f.

;

I

LIBRERIA
ANGEL RODRIGUIZ
CRISTOBAL
1313 N. WESTERN

